PITT PACC

The Pittsburgh Particle physics, Astrophysics and Cosmology Center, Rapid Response Workshop Series

Sponsored by the Pittsburgh Particle physics, Astrophysics and Cosmology Center and the Department of Physics and Astronomy, School of Arts of and Sciences, The University of Pittsburgh


DATES: November 14-16, 2011
LOCATION: University of Pittsburgh
University Club, Conference Room A
123 University Place, Pittsburgh, PA 15260

ORGANIZERS: Tao Han (than@pitt.edu)
& Andrew Zentner (zentner@pitt.edu)

ADMINISTRATOR: Cindy Cercone (cmc138@pitt.edu)

ACCOMMODATION: Holiday Inn at University Center
100 Lytton Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213
1-412-682-6200

University of Pittsburgh
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONDAY 11/14</th>
<th>TUESDAY 11/15</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY 11/16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9:00 - Tao Han (PITT)  
"Welcome to PITT-PACC" | 9:00 - Louis Strigari  
(Stanford) 30min/15min | 9:00 - Shufang Su (Arizona)  
30min/15min |
| 9:15 - Juan Collar (Chicago)  
45min/15min | 9:45 - Savvas Koushiappas  
(Brown) 30min/15min | 9:45 - Aaron Pierce (Michigan)  
30min/15min |
| 10:15 - Guillaume Plante  
(Columbia) 30min/15min | 10:30 - Coffee Break | 10:30 - Coffee Break |
| 11:00 - Coffee Break | 11:00 - Andrew Zentner (PITT)  
20min/10min | 11:00 Chris Kelso (Chicago)  
30min/15min |
| 11:30 - Richard Schnee  
(Syracuse Univ.) 45min/15min | 11:30 - Dan Hooper (FNAL)  
45min/15min | 11:45 - Aravind Natarajan  
(CMU) 30min/15min |
| 12:30-2:00PM - LUNCH | 12:30 - 2:00PM - LUNCH | 12:30 - Tao Han (PITT)  
"Concluding Remarks" |
| 2:00 - Tom Shutt (CWRU)  
30min/15min | 2:00 - Neal Weiner (NYU)  
30min/15min | Lunch/End |
| 2:45 - Nima Arkani-Hamed  
(IAS) 45min/15min | 2:45 - Howard Baer  
(Oklahoma) 30min/15min | |
| 3:45 - Coffee Break | 3:30 - Coffee Break | |
| 4:00 - Lian-Tao Wang (Chicago)  
30min/15min | 4:00 - Jure Zupan (Cincinnati)  
30min/15min | |
| 4:45 - Seon-Hee Seo  
(Stockholm) 30min/15min | | |